FACTORY PRECEDENT HIP RESTRAINT INSTALLATION
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SCALE HARDWARE GUIDE
Supplied hardware has been illustrated at a 1:1 scale for the ability to verify required lengths quickly and easily. Simply place the hardware on top of the illustration to ensure you are using the correct item and measurement.

REQUIREMENTS
- Deluxe DoubleTake Cushions
- Factory Precedent Hip Restraints

HARDWARE - SCALE 1:1
- 1/4" X 1-1/2" Hex Bolt
- 1/4" Lock Washer
- 1/4" Flat Washer

FACTORY HARDWARE
- Reuse Factory Hardware from Factory Car

STEP 1 REMOVE FROM FACTORY CAR
To Install the Factory Precedent Hip Restraints on a Deluxe Front Seat cushion, remove & transfer the Factory Hip Restraints & the Hardware from the factory car.

STEP 2 MOUNT HIP RESTRAINTS
Mount Hip Restraints using the Hardware from the factory car. Repeat for opposite Hip Restraint.
NOTE: The slope of the Hip Restraint always faces the front of the car.

STEP 3 MOUNT SEAT BRACKETS
Mount the Factory Seat Brackets using the hardware provided.
NOTE: Use the Large Washer on the Rear Hole.